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Tallinn University of Technology Library recently celebrated its 100th birthday. 

The current building, proposed by the architects in 2006, opened its doors in 2009. 

The building has become a landmark of TalTech, often featured in news articles 

about the university and proudly presented to visitors by the management. But 

a lot has changed during the 10 years since the new library building opened its 

doors to visitors: in 2007 the first iPhone was introduced and the way we consume 

information and communicate has changed drastically. Two new generations have 

entered the higher education scene who have grown up with phones in their hands, 

constantly connected and expecting to socialize, study and work 24/7. 

Professor Birkinshaw from London Business School has coined the era we currently 

live in “the Agile Age”: older forms of organization – bureaucracy and meritocracy 

– ended up failing through their inability to cope with today’s fast pace and 

complexity of change. Organizations are entering a new era: the age of adhocracy 

and agile1.  Agile mindset has welcomed and incorporated other ideas like Lean and 

Design Thinking; it is deeply rooted in how work actually gets done. It emphasizes 

what’s involved in generating value for customers and creating workplaces that are 

genuinely stimulating and frequently inspiring. 

It is evident that the majority of libraries around the world have recognized and 

faced these transformations during the last decade: changes in user behaviour, 

1 “Why Mindset Is Driving The Age Of Agile - Forbes.” 20 Aug. 2018, https://www.forbes.com/sites/
stevedenning/2018/08/20/why-mindset-is-driving-the-age-of-agile/. Accessed 15 Jan. 2020.

overabundance of information, emerging technologies, etc. Libraries are also 

feeling the pressure to embrace the dual, hybrid nature of their collection trying 

to create harmony between the digital and physical resources. There is also the 

question of how to adjust library environment as well as services to all these 

transformations. Some libraries have already managed to find balance in these 

treacherous waters, others are still trying to catch a life-line. If the need for change 

is not accepted, library users and patrons will simply find alternative  ways and 

locations for accessing information  and thus gradually lose its core users. 

The changing role, functions and identity of TalTech library were the main topics we 

set out to tackle within this project. 

We are glad to see that TalTech Library has recognized the need for change as 

well and has welcomed us, design and technology students, to try to tackle the 

problems of 21st century libraries: help to rethink the meaning and new direction 

for the library and, hopefully, nudge the library into a course welcomed by its 

current and future users. 

This document covers our team’s effort to first, understand the status quo of 

academic libraries, who are the students using (or not using) the library, what the 

university expects from the students and how all this know-how can be melted into 

a new design concept.

We would like to thank the library for an opportunity to take on such a fascinating 

project and the library staff for a smooth and enjoyable cooperation.

Triin, Henri, Liis
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In order to better understand the design problem but also the broader problem 
scope, we met with Tõnis Liibek, Director of Tallinn University of Technology Library 
and Tuuliki Tõiste, Head Librarian and Head of Library Services Centre2.

From the meeting we learned the following:

Statistics show a downward trend in the number of visitors during the last 10 
years. This poses one of the main objectives of this design project: How can the 
library increase the number of visitors?

One of the main goals of the library is the development of digital services, 
as 80% of the budget is already allocated to acquiring digital resources. The 
problem is how to make these abundant resources better visible to the library 
users. 

What should be the metric for measuring the success of the library - so far the 
only number recorded has been the overall number of registered users visiting 
the library  while many other libraries already measured the overall number of 
visits.

The library also feels rather academic and aims to become more welcoming and 
friendlier towards visitors. 

2 Meeting with the library, interview by authors, Tallinn, October 1, 2019

1. TALTECH LIBRARY: BACKGROUND 
INFORMATION & PROBLEM SCOPE

There are currently two different catalogues: Ester (for physical books and 
journals) and Primo (for e-resources), the library is striving towards unifying 
them into one catalogue. How to make Primo more visible?

Communication with faculty is quite close, each faculty has a dedicated subject 
librarian working closely with them. Cooperation with other universities, 
especially foreign ones, could be more effective (especially about acquiring joint 
access to 
resources).

Hoping for the university management to greenlight the RFID project: instead 
of barcodes all books would have RFID codes offering better opportunities for 
sorting books and building new applications on the technology. 

Library in numbers

709 000
207 000
8865
181
178 000
83 000
7000
878 000
863 000
37 000
22 000
197 000
802 000

From the materials provided by the library we gained the following information about 
the library resources:

Collections (stock units)    
Open stacks (volume)    
Received printed books   
Received printed journal titles  
Access to e-books (titles)   
Access to e-journals (titles)   
Open access digital collection  
Searches in e-resources   
Downloads from e-resources  
Patrons      
Including outside TUT   
Visits      
Loans      
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Extensive design research is foundational to creating better solutions and supporting 
a strategic design process. Therefore, before jumping into the design process, we 
made an effort to read into the topic of what are the changes libraries are facing and 
what are the trends of modern (academic) libraries. Research helped us to uncover 
insight on the problems related to the hybrid nature of modern libraries but also shed 
light onto the new generation entering the universities and libraries, as well as what 
are the principles in workspace design we should consider in designing an ideal 
studying and learning environment within the context of a library.

Methods used during the research combined desktop research, gathering secondary 
data by reading articles from magazines and scientific journals and books as well as 
primary qualitative research (interviews, co-designing sessions with stakeholders 
supported by design probes) . This chapter will cover the summary of key findings 
from various articles and books. Qualitative research will be covered in chapters 2, 3 
and 6.

2.1. Predicting the Role of Library Bookshelves 

University libraries find themselves in a transitional period. For decades, a large 
part of the library space was taken up by open shelves, providing information to 
students, scientists and scholars. Now, a slow transformation is happening  into 
study environments, in which open shelves are replaced by a variety of other 

library services. Yet, books in the library are positively contributing to the learning 
experience of students and stimulate students to become engaged with literature.

Publishers think it is likely that in the future most new scientific book titles will be 
available in both digital and paper format. This would mean that in 2025, unlike 
now, librarians will have the choice as to whether they acquire an electronic or paper 
version of a book. 

Based on these developments, one could argue that the days of the open shelves 
are over or that books in libraries will turn into nothing more than academic 
wallpaper. These assumptions will become self-fulfilling prophecies if libraries don’t 
fundamentally rethink how they could strengthen the role of open shelves. Open 
shelves could continue to have a major contribution to the study environment in 
future library spaces3.

2.2. Top Trends in Academic Libraries’ Strategic Plans 
  
The article states that user expectations of academic libraries are affected by new 
technology, changes in scholarly communication, data management and changes in 
higher education pedagogy4. Academic libraries are also facing pressure from the 
university.

In the article strategic plans of libraries were analyzed in order to see emerging 
trends and top priorities:

Collections (access, searching)
Physical space (create a comforting, engaging, safe place)
Collaboration (with individuals and department within campus but also 
external tutoring, student learning)
Instruction 

3 “Predicting the Role of Library Bookshelves ....” 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0099133317301234. Accessed 8 Oct. 2019. 
4 “Academic Libraries’ Strategic Plans: Top Trends and Under ....” 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S009913331500052X. Accessed 15 Oct. 2019 

2. RESEARCH
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2.3. Imagining, Seeking, Inventing: The Future Of Learning    
        
This article considers the following trends concerning the future of learning5 
predicting that learning will become:

More diverse; more contextual; less discipline-bound, yet less institutionally-
bound.
Move beyond national borders; move increasingly online.
More distributed; interactive; biologically connected and extending beyond 
humans (machines and machine/ human blends). 

Learning is likely to occur through multiple discovery networks that blend research 
and teaching to address real world problems in environments supported by robust 
software infrastructures. Multiple nested discovery networks will operate on a global 
scale and be negotiated by individual learners sometimes guided by teachers. 
 
   
2.4. How Technology Is Shaping The Future Of Libraries 
 
The NMC Horizon Report Summary 2017 Library Edition report suggest that one 
of the major changes we expect to see in academic libraries is the use of new 
innovating technologies. 

The report also identifies a shift in how students now use their libraries. 
It explains that “students are relying less on libraries as the sole source for 
accessing information and more for finding a place to be productive”6. 

Students now expect to be able to learn and work everywhere, with continuous 
access to learning materials and one another for collaborative  learning. Their 
changing expectations, likely due to the always accessible Internet, places more 
demand on the library. Students seek out immediate and constant access to 
materials and libraries are having to explore new ways of accommodating this. As a 
result, we are beginning to see the architecture of libraries change significantly. 

5 “Imagining, seeking, inventing: the future of learning and the ....” 6 Mar. 2007, 
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11519-007-0005-1. Accessed Oct. 19, 2019.
6 “How Technology Is Changing the Future of Libraries - Wiley.” 11 Apr. 2018, 
https://www.wiley.com/network/librarians/library-impact/how-technology-is-changing-the-fu-
ture-of-libraries. Accessed 13 Jan. 2020.

2.5. Generation Z Goes to College

The authors of the book analyzed thousands of youngsters from the U.S. in order 
to better understand how does the generation born after 1995 called generation 
Z differ from its predecessors and what are their expectations towards higher 
education and study behaviour7.

Referring to the book, we learned the following:

Generation Z refers to those born from 1995 through 2010. 
Having their world completely shaped by the Internet, they are 
often also aptly referred to as digital natives, the Net Generation, or 
iGeneration.

Generation Z can do everything with a phone: one device that fits in 
their pocket. This has helped make them smart, efficient, and in tune 
with the world, both offline and online. They have always lived in a 
virtual and physical reality. With easy access to the world’s issues, 
Generation Z sees problems but wants to find solutions and knows 
how to wield their tools and knowledge to do so.

Information at their fingertips: Constantly connected 
Although it might be distracting for instructors to compete with 
students’ technological gadgets, it does create a new type of 
learning environment, one in which students are connected to more 
information online than the instructor could ever know and teach in 
class. The amount of available information is often overwhelming to 
the students.

Face to Face
Although they can communicate through technology at any time, 
they still prefer and crave for authentic face-to-face communication. 
Much of their communication is still done through technology 
meaning worse interpersonal skills.

7 "Generation Z Goes to College | Wiley." 
https://www.wiley.com/en-us/Generation+Z+Goes+to+College-p-9781119143451 
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New Knowledge
The static nature of taking in new information in words alone 
does not appeal to Generation Z. Watching YouTube videos is the 
preferred form of social media for learning new. The multimedia 
nature of videos allows students to go beyond just reading about a 
concept, and instead witness and even virtually experience it.

Peers
Generation Z students can easily seek out information and advice 
from their friends. They can reach each other any time of day for 
guidance or support. They value the opinions of their peers and 
respond well to strong peer leaders.

Learning
Instantaneous, Accessible, Abundant Information.
Generation Z can quickly look up any event and find something 
about it online; they do not need to wait to learn. Yet search engines 
might not always produce sources that are academically sound. 

Research has become less about the process of knowledge 
acquisition and more about quickly finding the answer needed for an 
assignment. It also allows students to access educational resources 
on demand. Gone are the days of physically going to the library to 
find various books and articles to complete an assignment. Now 
there is access to many books and articles without ever having to 
leave home to get them.

It is not surprising that logic-based approaches and experiential 
learning are the forms of learning that Generation Z students prefer. 

Learning Alone
Of all the learning methods, intrapersonal learning is the one 
most preferred by Generation Z students in our study. They are 
comfortable with and like being able to learn independently and at 
their own pace. It is understandable that Generation Z students, self-
described as responsible, determined, and thoughtful, prefer to use 
learning methods that require self-reliance. The are also becoming 

less patient with complex, more meaningful information. 

Group Work
Group projects might require having the group meet but instead of 
collaborating on the project verbally, they work independently next 
to each other on the same Google Doc. Because students spend 
a great deal of time doing group projects in college, it is critical for 
instructors to understand how Generation Z students might work 
together. 
This is a generation of students that likes to work independently yet 
collaborate, but on their own terms. A lecture followed by discussion 
might not be the best fit for them. 

Learning Spaces
The physicality of the learning space is critically important to 
Generation Z students as they want a designated zone for learning 
so they can focus and be free from distractions. The space needs to 
contain the tools necessary for learning, like access to the Internet 
and being well lit and open, with adequate table space. 

Modern Libraries 
Libraries serve as the academic central hub on college campuses. 
While Generation Z might not be diving into books as frequently 
as previous generations have, the library as a study facility still 
serves an important role in the learning process. Libraries have 
the opportunity to not only provide the research resources, but to 
offer a physical atmosphere conducive to Generation Z’s learning 
styles and preferences. Libraries today might look different than fifty 
or even twenty years ago, but they certainly can play an important 
role in fostering student learning.

Flexibility
Generation Z students seek flexibility in their programs of study as 
well.
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24/7 access
Generation Z students are used to having 24/7 access to resources. 
Think of expanding hours so students can access academic advisors, 
financial aid specialists, and even librarians when they need help.
Generation Z is in a culture of just-in-time learning. This generation 
won’t just wait until Monday morning in order to access the 
information they need.
Education is less about the transfer of knowledge from teacher 
to student and more about helping students make sense of the 
overabundance of information available to them. 

Help Students Effectively Research 
Educators and parents must teach students information literacy. 
Requiring library training or a college course that focuses on 
effectively researching and properly citing information can help 
ensure all students have a foundational knowledge of information 
literacy. 

Teach with, not at
Generation Z students like being consulted by others, be involved in 
the learning process with the instructor and not just be recipients of 
knowledge. 

Flipped classroom
By combining the intrapersonal learning approach of individual pre-
class homework and social learning approach of interactive in-class 
discussions and activities, flipped classrooms can provide Generation 
Z students with a pedagogy that aligns seamlessly with how they 
prefer to learn.

Offer Options for Hybrid Learning 
The concept of hybrid courses opens up the option for students 
to do some learning on their own through multimedia and then 
meet periodically in person with the rest of the class. They could 
independently learn content on their own while also tending to their 
desire for social learning by meeting face-to-face periodically with 
their peers. 

Integrate Modern Learning in the Curriculum: events, activities etc. 
Gen Z students are looking to engage in just-in-time learning where 
if they want to know about something now, they do not want to wait 
until the next workshop to learn it. They can watch TED-talks and 
YouTube videos, as well as read forums, blogs and even simple static 
web pages instead. Therefore, using MOOCs rather than planned 
workshops or training might work better with this generation as the 
can learn on their own time but with campus-created content. 

2.6. How Gen Z’ers Use The Library

As we had already learned about the Generation Z-s habits towards studying, we 
also wanted to learn more about the way they use the library.  A study, conducted at 
Lancaster University, has looked into how students use the library8.  

The findings are that this traditionally rigid and controlled study area has changed 
for a new generation of students. Increasingly, the library is for socialisation and 
relaxation – a blended space. It might be seen as a reflection of a general trend to a 
more fluid approach to work, learning and socialising. 

The researchers found three main trends:

Nesting: students fill their study space with personal items and home comforts. 
Moreover, they like to return to the same spot. Staff have dubbed them ‘dens’.

Blending: study time is spent doing more than one activity, and moving 
between them fairly frequently. Students read, use their phones and laptops, 
eat and chat.

Alone together: perhaps underlying these two trends is the third – the majority 
of students see the library as a place to work alone, together.

All three of these trends point towards a socialisation of the library space.

8 "Blending, Nesting, And Multitasking: How Gen Z'ers Use The ...." 21 Jun. 2019, 
https://www.imaginationmatters.org/index.php/2019/06/21/blending-nesting-multitask-
ing-gen-zers-library/. Accessed 15 November 2019.
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2.7. Libraries and Key Performance Indicators 

Statistics and service standards are useful information but they are not Key 
Performance Indicators (KPI-s). KPI development for libraries has to start with 
strategy and the objectives that the business is aiming to achieve. KPIs tell us what 
to do to increase performance dramatically, they have to be meaningful and relevant 
to strategy9. 

KPI practices to avoid: measuring what other libraries measure. These can be 
useful for comparative evaluations, but KPIs need to be subjective to your service, 
your institution, and your strategy.

The following lists offer some suggested outcomes of different types of library 
usage. Academic libraries:

Information literacy
Student attainment / academic success
Research impact

Possible KPIs for academic libraries have been brought out in Table 1.

In summary, in setting KPIs, in order for them to be effective, library managers need 
to ask themselves the following three things:

What is the library trying to achieve?

If achieved successfully, what will that success look like?
What kind of measurement can I take along the way to check that we’re going 
in the right direction? (performance indicator or KPI)

2.8. Workspace Design Theory

Many organizations have realized that workspace design is an essential  tool for 
engineering and managing desired working behaviours in order to create better 
9 "Libraries and Key Performance Indicators - 1st Edition - Elsevier." 
https://www.elsevier.com/books/libraries-and-key-performance-indicators/apple-
ton/978-0-08-100227-8 

Strategic Driver or Anticipated Out-
come

Possible Key Performance Indicator

Supporting Learning and Teaching 
activities of the university

% of PCs available throughout a day;
 % reading list items available in the 
library,
 % reading list items available electron-
ically;
 Variance rate between print and e-re-
sources (becoming increasingly favour-
able towards e-resource);
 % satisfaction with user education 
sessions,
 % students who do not engage with 
Library Services.

Supporting Research and Scholarship

% increase of items placed in the insti-
tutional repository;
 % items in repository cited in further 
research.
Use of Research Data Management 
Services;
% increase in PhD studentships based 
on library collections and archives:
Library participation in joint (university 
or external) grant proposals;
% of successful joint grant proposals.

Developing digital collections

Page Views from the Digital Archive;
% increase in digitised Items uploaded 
to the Digital Archive;
% increase in number of books digi-
tised.

Community engagement

% increase of external exhibitions with 
which to include contributions from 
library special collections and archives;
% increase of visitors to internal exhibi-
tions.

Table No 1: Possible KPI's for Academic Libraries

1.
2.
3.
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Academic libraries are also at the center of debate about the value of physical space 
over digital space and vice versa. New technology can be accessed everywhere, 
releasing learning from the confines of a set building. Even if researchers access 
digital content, people are still located in a physical space and this impacts the way 
we work. Effective knowledge environment should therefore focus on the needs of 
the people who use the space, rather than on the technology they will use to access 
there.

Universities are also moving from scholarship of discovery (knowledge for 
knowledge’s sake) to a scholarship more applicable to the job market, meaning 
greater emphasis on social learning and teamwork. 38% researchers are now 
working collaboratively. Libraries have been forced to shift from their previous role as 
repositories of information to a new focus as a service centre and workspace. This 
provides people with the ability to choose the setting most appropriate for the task in 
hand.

The generic circular research process has five stages: discover, gather phase (input 
focused), analyze phase (actively using information), create, and share (output 
focused). (Graph 1)

results and also achieve a higher workspace happiness. Learning from workspace,  
especially knowledge work space design we can determine what are the key 
physical, social and psychological factors  in designing a comprehensive work 
environment and which attributes can be put in use in libraries.

2.8.1. Life of work. What Office Design Can Learn From the World 
Around Us

Today, many offices are still organized along the “efficiency” lines designed during 
the industrial age and are not equipped to deal with the new, less predictable 
processes of the knowledge economy. Creating and sharing knowledge is an 
essential requirement for organizations today, but is often choked off by factory 
floor-style workplaces and settings. Static, inflexible work environment lacking group 
cues for use often stand in the way of genuine teamwork10.  

Modern knowledge work can be described as being experiential and less 
predictable, based on applying theoretical knowledge and learning fast in a culture 
of collaboration, exploration, autonomy and initiative. Ability to adapt and learn is 
expected, often in participation with others. Schooling traditionally stopped when 
work began. In the knowledge society it never stops.

The academic library could be described as the ultimate knowledge workplace. 
It provides settings for concentrated work, collaborative activity and social 
exchange. Library needs a range of zones: quiet zones where people can 
concentrate, interactive areas where they can work with each other utilizing 
the latest tech, connections to online service, live experts, and space for social 
intercourse and community building. 

Changes in the academic library have been driven by much of the same factors 
that are affecting the workplace: increasing pressure of physical resources, the 
widespread use of digital technology, and the resultant changes in the way we work 
and interact. Universities are under pressure to become more efficient in the space 
they use. 

10 "Life of Work: What Office Design Can Learn From the World ...." 
https://www.amazon.com/Life-Work-Office-Design-Around/dp/1908966785 
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Graph No 1: Research process
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Traditionally, libraries focused on the “getting” part of this process with services 
designed around the assumption that researchers arrived with a specific question 
which library tried to answer. Today, there are multiple points of entry and libraries 
must embrace the entire circle and provide resources and spaces for them. 

Ideal future knowledge spaces are:

Flexible to cope with different needs
Tuneable, so people can adjust them
Boundaries indicating different zones and function of the space
Comfortable and welcoming so they can be occupied easily
Standalone and independent from the architecture

2.8.2. The Psychology Of Workplace Design

The future of workplace has been said to be driven by flexibility and openness11. 
One variation of flexible working is Activity Based Working (ABW) concept which 
aims to provide a variety of different work settings within an office that can support 
different tasks. Occupants in these offices are able to choose the setting that best 
suits the task they are performing, and the type of space that they prefer. ABW has 
been described as an attempt to provide a more personalised version of flexible 
working. It aims to provide greater control, ownership and comfort within flexible 
or agile workplaces and to promote staff collaboration and productivity.

Although ABW style offices have also been met with criticism (office workers don’t 
have their own dedicated desk)  in the case of library space, ABW proves its point: it 
accommodates user groups with very different  profiles and personality traits but 
also a wide variety of tasks (research, collaboration, deep study, etc). 

There are three types of environmental comfort according to which the users’ 
experience of workspace can be organized:

Physical comfort refers to basic human needs such as safety, hygiene and 
accessibility.

11 "The psychology of workplace design | The Centre for ...." 1 May. 2018, 
https://www.theccd.org/articles/psychology-workplace-design. Accessed October 25 2019.

Functional comfort refers to the degree to which their environment supports 
users’ tasks. 
Psychological comfort includes feelings of belonging, ownership and control 
over the workspace12. 

Psychological comfort links psychosocial aspects of the worker with the 
environmental design and management of workspace through territoriality, privacy 
and environmental control. Environmental control can be mechanical, such as chairs 
and tables that are raised and lowered, shelving and tables on wheels to be moved 
around, switchable lights, and a door to open and close. 
Another form of environmental control is empowerment: increased opportunities for 
people to participate in workspace decision-making. Environmental empowerment is 
directly linked to psychological comfort. 

Research Summary

Research brought out the following insight:

Libraries are struggling to find equilibrium between the digital and physical 
resources but books continue to carry an important role in the library 
environment;

Libraries realise that developing a comfortable work environment is as 
important as maintaining and curating the collection;

Learning takes place by blending together research and teaching;

Students are looking at libraries as a place where to be productive and seek 
constant access to materials;

Generation Z has very different expectations to studying: having grown up 
constantly connected, they don’t want to wait to learn. They prefer learning 
alone (or if doing group work, then doing it on their terms). Gen Z expects 
flexibility, 24/7 access, needs help to find focus and learn how to do research. 

12 "Towards an Environmental Psychology of Workspace - Seed ...." 
http://www.seedengr.com/An%20Environmental%20PsychologyOf%20Workspace.pdf 

1.

2.

3.
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Learning from peers, hybrid and integrated learning is preferred over traditional 
ways of studying.

In libraries Gen Z-ers nest, blend and study alone while being together.

Measuring the performance of libraries should not come from merely statistics 
but with strategic drivers.

Library environment can learn a lot from activity-based office design and the 
psychology of workplace design.
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using our personal connections, we also contacted the students counsellors from 
School of Engineering and School of Business and Governance and posted an ad in 
the Facebook group of the School of Engineering. 

3.1. First Codesigning Workshop

Main goals for the workshop: 
Learn how students study? 
Why do they study as they do? What are they missing?

Full summary of the workshop can be accessed from Appendix No 2.

We learned that students have very different needs in regards of their study 
environment: some require complete silence for studying, others like to have an 
ambient background noise (people walking by, distant chatting, etc) or music; some 
like to have an opportunity to have a coffee or a snack during studying, others see it 
as a distraction; etc.

Different tasks set unique requirements for the environment. There is a need for 
open to semi-closed to closed areas, for private study and for group work, due to the 
different nature of tasks within a semester. 

An interesting thing that became apparent from this exercise was that people study 
in a group even if they have to do individual work. This enables them to discuss 
the task at hand with other students (who often are working on the same task), 
ask for help and have moral support, which helps them to push through with their 
assignment.

In regards of the space it is also very important for people to feel like they have 
some control over their environment and that to some extent they feel like the 
space belongs to them. This may entail changing the room temperature, alter the 
position of the furniture, or simply feel free to take off the shoes in order to feel more 
comfortable. Also, participants noted that they need to have a coo-off activities 
between study sessions.

Lighting and ventilation of the space is also very important for a good study 
environment.

In addition to working at the task of rethinking and redesigning TalTech library, 
we also carried out three co-designing workshops as part of participatory design 
approach. The co-design approach enables a wide range of people to make a 
creative contribution in the formulation and solution of a problem13. 

Therefore, our role was also to find potential codesigners and take on the role of 
facilitators - this being an essential component of a successful co-design project. 
A wide range of tools and techniques are available to support the co-design process 
and we had to design our own tools and put them into use during these workshops.
Altogether three co-designing workshops were carried out: the first one with 
students from various engineering master programmes, the second one with the 
library staff and a third one once again with members from the first workshop, with 
the aim to test our final design concept.

Searching for co-designers
Our aim was to find participants from engineering and business programmes, 
preferably master’s students, both local and international. Although we aimed to 
have students from both faculties, we ended up with mainly engineering students, 
therefore we can state that the findings are based on engineering students.

Finding people who would be interested in participating in the workshop started by 

13 "What is co-design? | Design for Europe." 
http://designforeurope.eu/what-co-design: Accessed 7 January 2020.

3. CO-DESIGNING
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All participants mentioned the importance of both personal and group work but the 
majority preferred studying together as group effort is seen as a means for getting 

3.2. Design Probes

The term Design Probe refers to a self-documentation method where users observe 
and reflect on their everyday lives and experiences, followed by documenting them. 
Probes are designed (by the designers) to fit to the needs of each project. Probes 
provoke users to think about their life, as well as their concerns and values and 
express these self-observations and reflections through the given tasks and tools. 
This process allows designers to have access to users’ subjective interpretations on 
their lives; areas that designers cannot enter.14

We devised two types of probes: love/break-up letters for library users and study 
diaries for our co-designers (students participating in our first workshop).

3.2.1. Design Probe No 1: Love-Letters And Break-Up Letters To The 
Library

On one side of the paper the visitors could write what they love about the library, 
and on the other side, what they are not satisfied with. The objective of using this 
probe was to start gaining an understanding of TalTech library visitors’ experiences 
and expectations toward the library. 

We printed 60 letter templates. Some of them were placed on a self-made mailbox 
(at the library’s information desk) and the rest were distributed in the library (leaving 
them on the tables and handing them out to people). The templatess of love and 
break-up letters are in Appendix 1.

We received altogether 17 letters, from those 14 showing “love” and 4 “break-up”.

WHAT USERS LOVED ABOUT THE LIBRARY

Most love letters were quite broad, mainly showing overall satisfaction or positive 
feelings towards the library. Other, more concrete answers are divided under the 
following themes and topics:

High quality of everyday assistance

14 "DESIGN PROBES — Service Design Lab." 
https://www.servicedesignlab.net/design-probes. Accessed 16 Jan. 2020. 

better results and succeeding in studies, also helping with motivation.

This notion of both group and personal needs can also be transferred into how the 
participants describe their need for study environment: most people need both 
single and group rooms at certain points during their study, private space preferred 
for deep study. 
Studying by themselves usually happens at home but for group studies the 
importance of being physically in the same room was pointed out on various times.

The characteristics of an ideal study environment were rather realistic: 
Soundproof rooms with good lighting and ventilation
An opportunity to customize the space (move furniture)
Internet access
Enough charging points
An opportunity to listen to music or choose quiet

Views on whether snacking and drinking should be allowed in the study room 
varied more: some people prefer less distractions like food, others would like snacks, 
especially during an extended period of studying.

Image No 1: Photo of the first co-designing workshop
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Well organized system
Good coverage of different subjects
Nice selection of business magazines,
Quiet, peaceful environment.

“I have greatly enjoyed the peaceful atmosphere here that has been good 
for reading, studying and learning, alone and with a group. The shelves are 

great and loaded with interesting books, high and monolithic. I wish more 
people would get to read and study here. Maybe one day my own scientific 

publication would be listed”15  

“The only place I like in the university is the library” 16

THINGS PEOPLE DIDN’T LIKE ABOUT THE LIBRARY 

Too short opening hours (library should be open longer than 8 p.m.). 

“It could help us study more and use this peaceful environment.”17 

“Close one or two hours later like other university libraries around the 
world.” 18

24-hour study room is too small. 
People sometimes speak loudly in quiet areas.
Too few group study rooms.

Suggestions are combined from insight from both sides of the letters:

Separate individual study area from the group study area (because students are 
chatting in the individual study areas and it gets noisy. 

“Chatting is good but should be done in other places.”19 

15 Love letter No 1, Tallinn, October, 2019 
16 Love letter No 2, Tallinn, October, 2019 
17 Break-up letter No 1, Tallinn, October, 2019
18 Break-up letter No 2, Tallinn, October, 2019
19 Break-up letter No 3, Tallinn, October, 2019

Longer opening hours on Saturday (8:30-20:00).
Designated areas where people could work and talk simultaneously, current 
rooms and often reserved which means people cooperate in quiet spaces.
Screens in group study rooms:
Allow coffee (if using one’s own computer).

Summary

To sum up the findings, the letters showed that people are overall quite content and 
happy with the library, appreciating the atmosphere it offers for users looking for a 
place to study. 
The quality of services offered by the librarian is very much appreciated, so is the 
selection of materials. Many people also pointed out that the library should be open 
for longer hours, especially on Saturday.

The letters also confirmed what we already know beforehand: that there is a need 
for more designated areas for different types of study  - more rooms for group 
study separated from the individual areas.

The letters also showed the mixed views that people have about the level of quiet 
or noise in the libraries, once again suggesting that zoning is something that people 
appreciate and also expect other users to follow the zoning rules (whether it is OK to 
talk loudly in a certain zone or not).

3.2.2. Design Probe No 2: Study Diary

All participants present at the first workshop where given study diaries to fill out 
during the following week. The diary also included an example cover page and all 
participants were given oral instructions on how to fill them out as well. During 
the following week, reminder emails were also sent by us to take 5 minutes in the 
evening and write down everything related to studying during that day. 

Aim of the study diary:
We wanted to understand how and where students actually study during the week: 
what kind of assignments they had, did they study alone or in a group and what 
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were their emotions related to studying.

All 8 participants filled out the diary, plus one additional diary was given out which 
was also returned. Thus, altogether 9 diaries were analyzed consisting of 42 
recorded events. 
As some participants noted, they didn’t have any homework during that week and 
commented that the situation would have been very different before the finals.

Example of one day from the diary can be seen in Appendix 1.

Studying alone or in groups
Altogether 30 times studying was carried out alone: 10 times at 
school and 20 times at home. From the emotion chart, it is clearly 
visible that students who studied at home were happier. Many also 
commented that studying at school was complicated, as group study 
rooms were occupied, the classrooms noisy and studying in the 
hallway uncomfortable. 

“The 24/7 study room was my first choice but it was full, I wish there were 
more computers there.”20  

Studying in groups of two
Students studied seven times in pairs: four times at school and three 
times at a group member’s place. The emotion chart also showed 
that this kind of study arrangement was problematic at the campus 
due to the shortage of suitable workspace.

Studying in groups larger than two
As already mentioned, many students didn’t have much group 
work during that week, so only 5 instances were reported: 4 at the 
campus and one online. 
Library space was used altogether three times: both for group and 
individual study but it was noted that many times group study rooms 
and the library were occupied resulting in finding space elsewhere at 
the campus. 

20 Study Diary No 1, Tallinn, October, 2019 

Types of assignments
The majority of study comprised of doing research (oftentimes alone, 
as the group work were in a phase of individual research), preparing 
for the next class (completing small writing assignments, lab work) 
and also report writing and preparing for presentations.

Time of studying
In some cases, the time of studying wasn’t recorded but analyzing 
the time slots marked on the diaries, almost half the time studying 
took place during daytime (starting from 12:00 and later), followed 
closely studying in the evening (19-22). 8 times studying happened 
during the night.

Summary
We were very happy with the fact that all the students who were given the diaries 
filled them out and returned them to us, as we had anticipated that some might not 
follow up with the task. As was to be expected, students who claimed to be more 
organized, studied more, submitted their assignments ahead of time and cared more 
about the outcome.

We found proof that finding good places for studying at the campus is not easy: 
group study rooms which all students preferred, were often occupied, as was 24/7 
room, and individual study rooms and the library had ventilation problems (same can 
be said about the 24/7 study room), so that students opted out to find alternative 
spaces. Studying at home was usually a positive experience - no surprises there.

The types of assignments students were given represented what we had already 
learned from the workshop and gathered from our own experience: a lot of group 
projects, researching, doing lab works but also report writing and presenting. 
Students struggled to find a suitable environment that would support all these varied 
tasks. 

3.3. Interviews With Faculty And Students

In addition to the insight gained from our co-designers (mainly engineering 
students), we also needed input from students from other programmes, as well as 
members of the faculty and researchers. Therefore, we carried out interviews with 
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students studying business administration (BA). Business administration students 
were picked because as we learned from the library that they are library heavy users 
expected to read a lot and also use textbooks in many courses.

We learned that students were not aware of how to properly use library resources 
or what is the source of the materials uploaded to Moodle by teachers. One student 
pointed out that he had received a link from the lectures to “some TalTech resources” 
which we later deducted, was a link to Primo catalogues.21 

We also interviewed three faculty members, two of who had recently graduated 
from PhD programmes at TalTech. One interviewee (from the Department of 
Cybernetics: Division of Mathematics) confirmed she used the help of the subject 
librarian while two other interviewees (one from the Department of Engineering, 
the other from the Department of Business Administration) informed us that they 
didn’t use the library services at all and gained all their resources through their own 
professional networks.

3.4. Interview With Library Staff

As we had already gained insight from potential library users (students and faculty), 
we decided to also conclude an interview with library employees in order to receive 
their views and ideas on how they perceive the library both at the present time and 
in the future. 

We met up with three people, one subject librarian and two other library employees 
who work with library users. 

The main insights gained from the interview were:22 

Since the compulsory course on library research was canceled, the general 
understanding of students on how to use library resources has decreased
Number of requests has also decreased
Students don’t comprehend the difference between Ester and Primo
There are many students at the library but they ask for help less than they used 
to

21 Interview with a student, Tallinn, 29 October, 2019 
22 Interview with the library staff, October, 2019

Students have less time
Teachers upload materials to Moodle reducing the need for students to search 
for information by themselves
Students need an environment where to make Skype calls and present (use 
audio and video)
24/7 study space and group study rooms are in heavy use
Mixed views on allowing coffee and snacks, yet the policy seems to be getting 
more liberal
Quiet and loud zones need better regulation
There are problems with draught and acoustics 
Students want to leave their belongings into their study area
The library might want to introduce different zones as many other libraries 
already do.

Overall, the library staff was very open to sharing their experiences and elaborating 
on possible changes in the library scene. 

3.5. Workshop No 2 With Library Staff “Build And Play” 

The main goal of this workshop was the following:

Based on our hypothesis that TalTech library doesn’t really convey the “spirit” of 
a technical university, we wanted to gain an understanding of how the library 
staff perceive the image of TalTech and TalTech library and whether these 
imageries differ from each other. 
The library certainly has its own image as a building and as a library per se but 
does it support the imagery of the busy international technical university?

Introduce the library staff to new trends in future libraries and activity-based 
workspace design in order to test out possible future scenarios for TalTech 
library (what services the library should have, what type of spaces and zones it 
should host, what are the necessary requirements and regulations needed) and 
to look at the task through the eyes of the library users.

We wanted to understand how the library staff perceives the image of TalTech and 
its library and where do the differences come in? How would they the library to be 
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seen? 
Potential differences (as well as similarities) would give us an opportunity to 
interpret how the library staff view the relationship between the university and the 
library - are the images clashing or do they fall into the same categories? How can 
the library be more in unison with the university and is there a gap between the 
current and preferred image?

Full summary of the event can be found in Appendix No 3. 

Workshop findings
We learned from the workshop that TalTech is perceived as a forward-thinking, 
innovative and international university with a dignified past and an influential role 
as the place where future leaders, scientists and economists are forged. Although 
some participants looked at TalTech’s image only through the lense of the library, 
participants also pointed out keywords that are part of the university values. Current 
scandals around the university were also mentioned, balanced out by the number of 
many famous alumni.

TalTech library is mainly described through its architectural form - a place with 
warm and feel-good ambience and although it is losing some of its “freshness”, 
the environment is still filled with top-notch scientific information. Listening to the 
discussion, it was noticeable that although the staff sees that the library is losing 
some battles (less users coming in, number of loans decreasing), the library is still a 
place to be proud of and is generally accepted as a landmark of the campus.

The “ideal” future of TalTech library was imagined by both teams in a rather similar 
way: being a welcoming, cosy and warm place where people can focus (either 
individually or with a group) and find one’s way toward the future. The library is 
perceived as a place fostering knowledge creation and guiding users through the 
overabundance of information.

The keywords of science and innovation that came up when talking about the image 
of TalTech, were also mentioned as being part of the future scenario of the library, as 
well as the rich history and culture and international aspect of the university. 
In terms of the environment, teams envisioned future with more “greenness”, a 
healthier and more sustainable space with more relaxed rules about food and snacks, 
ergonomic furniture and a general energetic yet comforting ambience.

Participants also agreed that the library should carry the image of a place where 
technology and innovation happen and shape the next generations of scientists, 
specialists and entrepreneurs entering society. 

Building blocks of future TalTech library

Another goal of the workshop was to guide the participants into thinking through 
the functions and services that TalTech library would need in the future and what 
kind of space (zones) and specifics these functions would need. What are the most 
important building blocks and what their dimensions in an abstract library space?

We gained valuable insight into the directions where the library staff see the library 
advancing and moving on.
It was easier for the participants to start listing services and spaces that are already 
existing in the library (e.g. information desk, group and individual study areas) but 
by nudging them towards possible future library services and spaces was quite 
successful and produced rather good results (e.g. everyone agreed that the library 
needs more relaxed spaces for sharing and spend time on leisurely activities). 
After analyzing the results, we discovered that one key area had been left out 
(e.g. 24/7 study room) but the overall “bigger picture” was on point, as well as 
relationships between different services and zones. 

Overall, we were happy to see the library staff to be collaborating in such an open 
way and trying their best to think creatively and in a more “designerly” way.
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After synthesizing the information collected during the research stage from various 
written resources, interviews and co-designing workshops, the problem space was 
defined. An appropriate understanding and description of the underlying problem 
domain is necessary in order to start building the solution space.

Tallinn University of Technology Library was founded 100 years ago. The current 
building was opened to the public in 2009. The library building is known for its 
contemporary look and is a well-known landmark of the university. Yet, during 
the last decade the  way people access and consume information has changed 
dramatically and the library is in need to adapt to this change. The number of visitors 
is dwindling and even fewer students end up using the help of library staff. 

The abundance of various e-resources is often overlooked by the students, as they 
lack the proficiency to use the library catalogues and are used to downloading 
articles and book excerpts from Moodle.

The library covers five floors: the first floor houses a popular cafe and  a  24/7 study 
room (often full or overcrowded), currently unused space (Futurum), Museum and 
cloak room.  
Four official library floors are characterized by lines of bookshelves and long lines 
of tables. The few group study rooms are usually booked and single study rooms 
feel too cramped (especially if used by two people), yet students are increasingly 
expected to work on group assignments and are craving for a study environment 

that would suit their varying needs. They would also like to have more control over 
the space where they are studying.
Talking is either prohibited in the library (on 4th floor) and only whispered/quiet  
conversation is allowed in other floors which makes discussing work outside the 
group study rooms near impossible. The rules about having coffee and snacks in the 
library are quite strict, although they are becoming more ambiguous.

The university lacks a shared social space where students, faculty, researchers and 
other users could socialize and mingle. The entrance to the library is too closed and 
confined but the with its central location and spacious floors the library holds a great 
potential in fulfilling the important role of becoming a welcoming meeting place at 
the university.

Library has a strong identity of its own boasting an impressive collection of resources 
but it should be more aligned to the innovative and tech-savvy image of the 
university.

4.1. Project Focus

After defining the problem space and identifying gaps between the current and 
desired state, we selected the following focus for designing the solution space:

TalTech library environment doesn’t support modern hybrid studying and 
learning
A lot of information is presented in digital form, which is not visible in the library
Digital sources are available everywhere - accessing information doesn’t 
require going to the library, so people opt out
The help that librarians could offer is not perceived by library users and users 
lack proficiency in researching and using library catalogues
Students need new types of services that would support the skills expected 
from them by the university and future employers
The library should carry the innovative and “tech” image of the university
Need for a strategic approach for modernizing the library
Not enough group study rooms

4. DEFINING THE PROBLEM SPACE
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In order to better articulate the possible solution space for our project, we used the 
basic principles of discourse design is order to look deeper behind the words used to 
describe the library by our co-designers and based on that tried to put down the key 
principles of our design concept. 

5.1. Change In Meaning

FROM “KNOWLEDGE CONTAINER” TO A FLEXIBLE, PRODUCTIVE AND 
CREATIVE ENVIRONMENT

The role of academic libraries is transforming from being the single sources of 
knowledge into a productive environment. Libraries can be described as hybrids 
(hybrid spaces) characterized by the dual nature of information storage: physical and 
digital.

Characteristics of good knowledge work environment:
Physical comfort: basic human needs.
Functional comfort: the degree to which their environment supports users’ 
tasks.
Psychological comfort: feelings of belonging, ownership and control over 
the workspace. The primary component of psychological comfort is sense of 
territory, both individual territory and group territory.

5. DESIGN BRIEF

SENSE OF OWNERSHIP
This relates to sense of territory. Territoriality is not just walls and doors but are also affected by 
sense of privacy, social status and perception of control.
Environmental control can be mechanical (chairs and worktables) or be about empowerment: 
increased opportunities for users to participate in workspace decision-making. 

OUR LIBRARY
How might we design the library in a way that it would be evident and noticeable that it is 
the library of TalTech and that the library specializes in technological literature? The aspect of 
technology, as well as the university component, the identity, is currently missing.

HUB, COMMUNITY
The library should foster not only studying but also sharing the results, new ideas - the research 
conducted in the university. This way it would become an integral part of the local culture. This 
idea is also supported by the fact that that gen appreciatest peer-to-peer learning which could 
also be incorporated into the library.

GENERATION Z
The way students study, also how the university teaches students, has changed. More focus 
is put on group studies and work outside classrooms. The static nature of taking in new 
information in just words does not appeal to the “constantly connected” digital natives of Gen 
Z.  Learning for Generation Z is more than just about the content they access, but also about 
the process in which they learn and comprehend it. They prefer logic-based approaches and 
experiential learning at their own pace. While working as a group, they prefer face-to-face 
connection.

INSTANT ACCESS, 24/7 ATTITUDE
Generation Z students (and those in other generations too) are used to having 24/7 access to
resources. They do not need to wait to learn. Gen Z students are also becoming less patient 
with complex, more meaningful information.

HYBRID LEARNING
Similar to the flipped classroom, the concept of hybrid courses opens up the option for students 
to do some learning on their own (through multimedia) and then meet periodically in person 
with the rest of the class (and do group work). This means learning the content independently 
on their own while also tending to social learning by meeting face-to-face periodically with 
peers.
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ZONING
The physicality of the learning space is critically important to Generation Z students as well 
as everybody else: people need a designated zone for learning so they can focus and be free 
from distractions. This supports the idea of rethinking zoning in the library (starting from open, 
shared spaces from the 2nd floor and gradually ending up with quiet, snack-free areas on the 
5th) with more options than the current individual or group study rooms (supporting all stages 
of study and research) and more 24/7 workplaces.

“The library is no longer defined by the number of books it has on its 
shelves, but rather it is now about being a living space for the users”23.

RESPONSIBILITY
What are the users’ responsibilities towards the library (and, in general, university)? Openness 
flexibility, sense of ownership also means responsibilities but students don’t really want to take 
any.

WHAT TO MEASURE
Collecting statistics (number of visitors and loans) can be useful but in order to better 
understand the success of the library, it’s KPI’s should focus on:

Student attainment / academic success
Research impact
Information literacy and research skills

5.2. Stakeholders

Our main target group is the upcoming Z generation, but when we tackle the needs 
that they require, we also take on all the needs of other target groups: researchers 
from TalTech and other universities and organizations,  teachers and local citizens. 

5.3. Goals

Create a flexible and adaptable study and research environment that: 

23 https://princh.com/modern-libraries-from-a-transactional-to-a-relational-library/. Accessed on 15 
November 2019 

Takes into account how studying and students are changing
Supports students in their variable tasks as the semester progresses
Integrates the digital resources into the university curriculum
Carries the spirit of TalTech
Expresses that this is OUR library

5.4. Value Offer

We want to create a place that we can call OUR library, we want them to feel that 
they have control over the environment and a sense of ownership. 
The library should carry the “spirit” of the university. 
While being at the library people should be able to experience this in the largest 
technical library of Estonia’s largest university. 

As the technologies are constantly changing and doing it at an even faster pace, the 
environment should be able to accommodate those changes.

And as the main focus is on studying and gathering new knowledge, the 
surroundings and the environment should support that function better.

5.5. Concept Development

Metaphor: modern library vs modern kitchen
Back in the days kitchens and cooking were much more basic in their form. Families 
used the same ingredients, the same pots and pans and the recipes were given from 
one generation to another. The food was eaten at a shared table and families had 
time to enjoy meals together. 
People didn’t know to ask for more.

Nowadays the kitchen and eating habits have changed a lot. The kitchens contain 
various pots and pans, specific for certain types of meals. There is new equipment in 
the kitchen that we can’t imagine a kitchen to be without. And the recipes are shared 
with one another online. The users have all their own personal diets, and they are 
aware of what they want. You eat on the go and sometimes you want to cook with 
your friends and share the experience. Common meals with families are more like 
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special occasions.

Library is a living and evolving space/environment/hub for creating (converting 
information into knowledge) and sharing knowledge.

Not the keeper but the giver and facilitator of information and knowledge creation:

Multiuse, hybrid space
Hub for information and engagement
“Research Collaboratory”
Learning commons
Flexibility
Access community and interact with information across all media

5.6. Abstract maps for concept development

Insight from our workshops and research indicated that  the study environment 
needs to be very versatile in terms of how open or closed it is, and how loud or quiet 
the environment should be. This is why we created a map with these axis featuring  
the very same keywords. On the axis we placed individual (Graph No ) and social or 
co-study areas (Graph No 4), 
because in the broader sense, 
these are the two main ways of 
studying.
From these abstract map we could 
then see where the individual 
study and co-study areas are 
positioned and where do they 
come together (Graph No 2). Also, 
we could see the proportions of 
these areas.

What we learned from fusing these maps together was:
Individual study and co-study areas overlap to a large extent
There is no need for quiet, fully open areas (e.g. individual study areas in one 
large, open space where talking is not allowed) 

We also mapped out the library services In order to better understand the nature of 
these services and how they should adapt to the changing library space. We wanted 
to explore whether they happen in the physical or digital space and are they aimed 
at  individuals or groups. The map we created showed us that there is an opportunity 
for digital co-creation services. 

Graph No 2: Abstract map of individual and co-study 
areas together

Graph No 3: Abstract map of individual study area Graph No 4: Abstract map of co-study area

Graph No 5: Map of services
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5.7. New services at the library

Service What? Who? For whom Where (if physical)? Digital

Events e.g. P2P, networking, presenting 
research, learning and teaching 
new skills etc

hosted by the library and 
students

everyone “Vaba lava” and training and 
group study rooms

Training supporting the 
curricula and academic cal-
endar: e.g. intro to academic 
writing, research principles, 
thesis writing, project man-
agement etc

e.g. Academic writing, thesis 
writing, project or essay writing, 
learning new software, Mende-
lay, Zotero training etc

library students, researchers, fac-
ulty

Training and group study rooms

Collective thesis writing, 
P2P learning, hobby groups 
etc

P2P learning: presenting skills, 
Photoshop, presentation making 
etc. Thesis writing marathon etc

hosted by the students students Training and group study rooms

Services at the media lab Making videos, recording stuff, 
making presentations etc

library Media lab

Online chat on library web-
page

hosted by the library yes

Data management and data 
visualization

hosted by librarians researchers Training and group study rooms, 
“Vaba lava”

MOOCs, Coursera, Udemy 
etc courses

Collective learning library (and students) students Training and group study rooms, 
“Vaba lava”

Online subject guide Short, comprehensive subject 
guides on topics (like offered by 
Harvard Library: https://guides.
library.harvard.edu/?b=p)

Library students yes
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Service What? Who? For whom Where (if physical)? Digital

“Lending” or “loaning” peo-
ple

Book a time with someone with 
certain skills

Library, faculty and students 
(P2P)

Training and group study rooms

Cafe can be outsourced everyone 2nd floor

5.8. From Abstract Model To Real Space

After finishing the work on the abstract level, it was time to put the new concept 
into real space taking into account the opportunities,  limitations and realities of the 
building, as well as it’s architectural form.

Eventually, we ended up creating the following system (Image No 2) which differes 
quite radically from the current structure. The basis for the framework proposed by 
us stems from analyzing students’ needs and actions in the library environment, as 
well as the characteristics of the physical space.

The Z-axis represents a transition between loud and quiet spaces: 
the first floor is a casual space where loud talking and making noise is allowed, 
but the higher up in the library you go, the more quieter, traditional and  library-
like the space becomes. This offers people an opportunity to choose the type of 
surroundings they need for working, whether it is a loud space to have group 
discussions or quiet space to do research and write a paper. Placing the loud 
and quiet areas as far from each other as possible, guarantees that loud talking 
and movement of people will not disturb students who need to do deep focus 
work. 

The X-axis represents a transition between open and closed spaces: 
the deeper into the library you go, generally the more closed the space 
becomes. The entrance of the library is situated in an active and social area: 
people are coming and going, moving between buildings, chatting and meeting 
up with each other. In order to make the library an inviting place for patrons and 
people passing by, it is important to open up the entrance area.
Open space is not suitable for all activities, though. Some activities require 
semi-closed or completely closed spaces. Therefore it makes sense to have a 
transition from open to more closed areas the  “deeper” into the library floor 
people proceed. This way there is a myriad of choices in terms of open and 
closed areas for people to choose from. 
The X-axis is influenced by the Z-axis, meaning that the transition from open 
to closed areas doesn't only happen in each floor separately, but also in the 
building the higher up you go.

Image No 2: 3D model of the library with axes

Table No 2: New services at the library
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The Y axis represents the transition from individual to social space: 
one side of the building (the Akadeemia tee side) of the building is generally 
reserved for group work, and the opposite side is meant for individual work. 
This division is determined by the architecture: the openings between the floors 
make it possible for the sound to travel from one floor to another. Taking into 
consideration where the openings are located, it is reasonable to separate the 
individual and group study areas across the building.
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Co-designing Workshop No 3

After we had composed our first design concept, we wanted to put our ideas to 
test on students, as the potential users of the library. We once again turned to our 
original group of co-designers as they were the ones to give us the first input into 
our project.

The concept we presented at the workshop embraced our ideas based on the model 
presented in the last chapter: the space changes from loud to quiet, from open 
to closed, and from individual to co-working spaces considering the logic of the 
architecture and students' needs.

Main goals of the workshop: 
Test out the new layout of TalTech library featuring the proposed zones and 
areas on the scale of from quiet to loud (“noisy”);  from open to semi-closed and 
closed; also areas for individual and group work (co-working). 

Another objective was to test what kind of services can be offered in different 
zones and whether there is a need for additional help or services not proposed 
by us.

Full summary of the event can we found in Appendix No 4.

6. TESTING THE CONCEPT

The participants were asked to play through the scenario of a typical group 
assignment consisting of various stages of  individual and group work. The following 
6 different stages of the assignment were proposed, each needing a specific 
environment, tools and services.

Brainstorming

“If I like the people I’m in a team with, I’d like to do all the work together”24 

“I like it that all these examples are so spacious!”25 

Planning and working out the basics.
Individual research

“I would like to work somewhere where I can see the others but am not able 
to communicate with them too freely.”26 

“I like to hide from everyone so there are fewer distractions.”27 

Compiling the work together
Break, leisure time
Presenting and sharing

In addition, we also asked the participants to describe where and how would they 
spend a short break between lectures or meeting friends.

Conclusion
The areas and zones selected by the participants for each stage of the group 
assignment supported our proposed concept, no major alterations were necessary 
but the areas needed to be designed and sketched out in more detail. The 
redesigned floor plans will be described in full detail in  the next chapter (7.1. Final 
design proposal) and in Appendix No 5.

24 Recording of the co-designing workshop No 3, Tallinn, 5 December, 2019 
25 Ibid
26 Ibid
27 Ibid

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
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7. CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

After testing and validating, we worked on by refining our concept and made sure it 
matched the goals we had set. The final concept is a conclusion of all the work that 
had been put into the project.

We had learned that studying which used to consist of lectures followed by 
individual work on either written assignments or learning facts by heart has been 
transformed into a lot more complex process. The requirement of learning the hard 
facts has been replaced with the need for students to navigate in an abundance of 
information by applying critical thinking skills. Sitting alone and reading a book has 
been replaced by a trend of working in groups.

Insight gained from research, interviews and workshops also made it evident that  
students have changed as well. Currently, the members of generation Z (born in 
1995 and later) are entering into universities. This generation has different ways of 
learning and studying from the previous generations and while rethinking the library 
we have to take this into consideration. They are craving for authentic connection 
but are glued to their phones. While being constantly connected they do not need 
to wait to learn, they would like to learn and work by themselves but are expected 
to collaborate from the university, they would rather learn by experience. They aren’t 
very patient when complex information and they want everything to be available 
24/7.

The most logical place to meet up and work on school tasks is the university, but 
currently the university offers very little space for this purpose. The few study rooms 
in the campus and library are almost always occupied, meaning that students either 

resort to finding space in the uncomfortable hallways (Image No 2) or classrooms 
and labs where other students are currently having a class.
If we redesign the physical environment of the library, we must also keep in mind 
that this means redesigning the services as well: new ways of studying and the 
changing characteristics of the students require skills that are currently not taught at 
the university. 

7.1. Final Design Proposal 

Adaptive and activity-based academic library environment that supports 
socialisation and knowledge creation in Tallinn University of Technology

The library:
Adjusts to the needs of the new generation of students
It supports students and faculty throughout the academic calendar by offering 
relevant training  and tools
It is a place where  scientific achievements created in TalTech  can be shared
Where students can learn from their peers and experts
Welcoming environment with a sense of belonging
Proudly represents the identity of the University

TalTech library: more than books. More than a study space. 
More than physical.

Image No 3: Students working at TalTech campus
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STUDYING TOGETHER
Although information can be accessed virtually everywhere (e.g. using the VPN 
connection of the library), students still prefer to meet up face-to-face, in real life. 
As we learned from our research and interviews with students, even when they are 
working on individual tasks, many students like to have the support of their peers by 
studying together. 

FLEXIBLE, ADAPTING LIBRARY SPACES
Our research, interviews and workshops with students  indicate that students  need 
flexible and accommodating spaces for studying/ that would support different 
tasks within a semester. What does a flexible study environment mean? Space 
and furniture that adapts to the changing form of studying/ different needs and 
preferences of students and tasks. This kind of environment should be incorporated 
into the library.

NAVIGATING IN THE ABUNDANCE OF INFORMATION
Library is more than simply a new and improved study room or knowledge 
workplace. There are thousands of books and terabytes of information waiting to be 
transformed into knowledge by the students and researchers. And there are people 
to offer users help in navigating this overabundance of information. The librarians 
serve as a kind of lifeline for the ones lost in a sea of information but this lifeline is 
currently not very visible.

Thus, the library should function as the gateway to trustworthy sources of 
information:

Library as a “lifeline” that helps students to navigate in the sea of information.
Place where information is converted into knowledge by the students. 
Potential to be a community with a sense and purpose.

LIBRARY AS A HUB
The Library also harbours great potential for community building - it has all the 
characteristics for being a “great good place”. Not home, not a place for work but 
a place where people can meet, spend time together, feel welcome and creative. 
Such places can’t be forced but they do occur if the conditions are right - if the rules 
are not too rigid and if people can freely come and go and the environment doesn’t 
restrict them or expect something back. 

This is the kind of environment that the university is currently lacking. This role could 
be fulfilled by the library - a meeting place or “Vaba lava”, as one of the teams from 
our library co-designing workshop very ingeniously called it.

OUR LIBRARY
In order to create a community we need to feel that this is OUR LIBRARY: the 
library of the largest technical university in Estonia with students from 94 different 
nationalities, innovation-driven and powering the Estonian economy. 
From our workshop we learned that TalTech is perceived as an innovative and 
international university with a dignified past and an influential role as the place 
where future leaders, scientists and economists are forged.

DIGITAL CO-CREATION
As we earned from the abstract service map, that there is a gap for digital co-
creation services. What if we could see what other students - or professors -   have 
been reading or are recommending  their peers to read? This would make navigating 
in the vast library resources a lot smoother  and would help to create a common, 
shared knowledge base on top of the library resources.

API
Another way to engage students is to offer them a possibility to build better 
experiences for the library users by introducing TalTech library API (application 
programming interface). 
The library would enable open access to the library metadata that students can use 
for building new services on (e.g. text mining library records to look for trends and 
insight; develop various location-based services like reserving a workspace at the 
library). 

LINKING LIBRARY RESOURCES TO MOODLE
We learned that many students don’t know where and how to search for relevant 
scientific information. This is a good example of a “fast casual” style Gen Z student 
who expects to find information quickly but have trouble evaluating their sources. 
Teachers really pamper the students meaning that most articles and reading material 
are already uploaded into Moodle and students have no idea where it came from 
or how to search for similar information. Therefore we suggest that the resources 
uploaded to Moodle could be linked to the library database so that the students 
could follow the information source and also learn to navigate the databases and 
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develop a habit to use the library resources.  

APP
TalTech also already has a mobile application. As this is something that many 
people already use we could link some of the digital library services to it, e.g. room 
servervation, wayfinding, open-stack guide etc. 

VISUALIZING THE SCIENTIFIC WORK
The body of scientific work that TalTech researchers and alumni have produced could 
be presented on an interactive screen or wall for displaying it on the 2nd floor.
On this screen research topics are organized according to keywords and by clicking 
on these keywords and zooming in, you could get more information, e.g. by whom 
and in which department this research paper or publication was created. 

BOOKS
As the following floor plans indicate, the overall number of bookshelves has been 
reduced in order to make more space for studying and other study-related activities. 
We estimate that about 1/2-2/ of the book can be moved into the underground 
repository. We would also like to stress that books are and will remain to hold an 
essential role  in the library offering an opportunity to quickly look up information, 
discover new sources and help to create the ambience praised by the library users 
helping people to focus and concentrate. 

7. 2. Floor plans

Taking into account the  insight gathered from our research, workshops and 
interviews with both students and other stakeholders, we defined the areas library 
should host and placed them in the given physical space. All floorplans with 
proposed areas are brought out in the following pages and mood boards that go 
along with them are brought out in Appendix 5.

In general, the logic of the physical space is the following: the further up on the floors 
you go, the more traditional library-like the space becomes; the more deeper into the 
library you go, generally the more closed the space gets, and generally, one side of 
the building is for more quiet areas and the other side for louder areas.
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1st FLOOR

On the first floor there are two 24/7 study rooms - one where it is currently located 
(a more quiet room for individual focus work) and the other one where currently 
the wardrobe is situated (a more busy space for group work and “working alone 
together” style of studying). The latter one has a staircase to the second floor’s 
computer class, so that the students could have access to computers also during the 
night. 
The wardrobe can be moved near the building entrance on the left. Since the current 
cafeteria is quite popular among students, we see that extending the cafeteria area is 
necessary to host more people and also have tables and seating area where studying 
can be mixed with having a bite to eat.

2nd FLOOR

The entrance of the library is situated on the second 
floor. We propose to remove the information desk in 
order to open up the entrance  and bring the library 
outside from  its current borders blending  together 
social and study space. This will make the library more 
inviting and appealing for students. 

The area that greets visitors already in the corridor 
and upon entrance, is for having a layover - it is a 
comfortable open space with various type furniture 
that students can move around according to their 
needs. It is a place to meet fellow students between 
classes, have a chat, browse new newspapers and 
magazines, and have a cup of coffee or a snack. 
Talking here is very much welcomed.

Moving further into the library we will find an area 
that is perfect for brainstorming. This is also an open 
space with comfortable furniture. Low bookshelves 
divide the area in order to give some privacy for 
different groups of students. Movable whiteboards 
are available here giving an opportunity to write down Image No 4: Map of the 1st floor with proposed areas
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ideas that come up during the brainstorming session.
Talking, having a cup of coffee or a snack would be allowed. The students would 
have control over the environment, they can move the furniture according to their 
needs and leave their belongings into their working areas, so that they could make 
their so called “nests”. 

Close to the brainstorming area, opposite side of the library entrance, is a wide 
staircase or a ramp which provides an alternative way to access the 3rd floor. On its 
sides there are steps with appropriate size for sitting.

Another alternative way to access the 3rd floor is a staircase that is situated in 
the corridor, close to the layover area and a staircase that goes down to the first 
floor. The new staircase takes visitors straight to the 
contemplation area on the 3rd floor. This solution 
also opens up the library, makes it more inviting and 
offers a shortcut to the contemplation area, which is 
already currently one of the most attractive places in 
the library.

Next area on the 2nd floor is the “working alone 
together” space. The furniture here allows students 
to work on their projects individually, but still have a 
presence of their fellow students or team mates. This 
favours group spirit and allows students to align their 
thoughts with each other when needed. This means 
that taking in this area is also allowed.

Another adaptive space close by is a room which acts 
as a public events space. The nook, where this area is 
situated, is open and connected with the rest of the 
library, but if needed can be separated with foldable 
space dividers in order to create closed room for 
trainings.

The computer room is right next to the events/ training 
space and is connected with the 24/7 room on the 
first floor so that students can have an access to Image No 5: Map of the 2nd floor with proposed areas
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computer also during the night if needed. The computer room, in turn, is connected 
with a media lab, which is equipped with technology that allows students to record 
audio and video, etc. The media lab can be used only during the opening hours of the 
library.

All floors from second to fifth one, have information hubs, which are situated in the 
center of the library, next to existing staircases, providing easy access no matter 
which corner of the library the student is. The printing rooms are on the 2nd, 3rd and 
4th floor, close to the information hub, so in case of a problem, help is at hand.

3rd FLOOR

While the second floor is mostly an open space with 
loud speaking and background noises, the third floor 
is mostly made up by  semi-closed areas where 
quiet talking is allowed. The furniture in “working 
alone together” areas is a little more stricter than in 
the same area on the floor below. Group work area 
contains semi-open hubs for having a discussion with 
a small group of people. Bookshelves on this floor are 
a little taller than on the second floor, also contributing 
to creating a more private space.

The individual and group study rooms offer a more 
secluded spaces for students who want to get away 
from all distractions. A training room, which doubles 
up as a group study room or a meeting room, is for 
the library staff or student themselves to carry out 
trainings on whatever subject needed.

On this floor there are two cool-off areas where 
students can take a break from studying and move 
their bodies - crucial while sitting all day. The open 
loud cool-off area offers opportunities for playful 
physical games and the closed quiet area is for 
activities such as yoga and stretching.

Image No 6: Map of the 3rd floor with proposed areas
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A special place on this floor is the contemplation area with  lots of plants and soft 
music. The open space, big windows, vegetation and background sounds makes it a 
perfect destination for reflecting on the project at hand and having a cup of coffee. 
There is  a staircase from the second floor straight up tp the contemplation area.
4th FLOOR

As we reach the fourth floor, the space gets more traditional and library-like. This 
floor houses individual semi-closed workstations, closed study rooms and a training 
room. The bookshelves are still an important part of the spaces as in the rest of the 
library.

Image No 7: Map of the 4th floor with proposed areas
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5th FLOOR

The fifth floor is the most closed, quiet and traditional library-like floor in the whole 
library. This space is all about individual work that require deep focus. Students and 
researchers can choose between semi-closed pods or closed individual rooms (with 
a possibility to rent for a longer time) to work in. Coffee and snacks are not allowed 
on this floor. The bookshelves are high.

Image No 8: Map of the 5th floor with proposed areas
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Academic libraries have a crucial role to play in educating  their users and in 
alleviating the sense of overwhelming caused by the information overload we are 
currently witnessing. About 1.7 megabytes of new information is created every 
second for every human being on the planet. How can the libraries keep up with this 
pace? Should they even try?
Therefore, libraries which in historical from have been collection centric institutions 
with the main focus on storing and collecting resources, are shifting  towards 
offering a more person-centric experience. 

Based on these insights gained from research, our co-designing sessions with 
students, library staff and interviews with stakeholders, we  designed a concept  
for the Tallinn University of Technology library, our library, to welcome this very 
necessary change. 

Studying and learning, once a rather solitary activity, has become a lot more complex 
and social enterprise. Thus, in order to stay relevant and keep up with the changes in 
academia as well as the new generation of students entering the university, libraries 
have to embrace and pursue  this trend. The socialization of the library scene, a trend 
established through our research and co-designing workshops carried out during the 
project, is something that libraries simply cannot and should not ignore.  If Taltech 
library wants to attract more patrons, it must really open up the library – both literally 
and in a figure of speech.

8. CONCLUSION

With the lack of a central meeting point at TalTech,  there’s little opportunities for 
socializing between the students – but the future is all about collaboration between 
people from various fields. We propose  that the university could make use of the 
library serving as a knowledge and social hub.

In order to stay in the competition, the library must try to create an adaptive and 
flexible environment for its users: an environment that would support the varying 
needs of students and support them during their studies by offering  services 
integrated more comprehensively into the curriculum preparing them for their studies 
and future career. If the library shifts to a more studying orientated environment, the 
services offered in the library should embrace this change as well.

Overall, we aim  for the library to become a truly accessible and welcoming place 
where students, faculty members, researchers and other library users can focus, be 
productive, creative but also social. TalTech’s renewed library and a  knowledge hub 
– more than books, more than a study space, more than physical.

“The academic library’s shift from a repository of collections to a catalyst for 
discovery and creation is now happening across the globe. More than ever, 
libraries are essential as the place where people, knowledge, and research 

intersect to tackle our world’s greatest challenges”.28 

28 "4 Ways Academic Libraries Are Adapting For The Future." 24 Oct. 2014, https://www.fastcompa-
ny.com/3036939/4-ways-academic-libraries-are-adapting-for-the-future. Accessed 15  Jan. 2020.
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APPENDIX NO 1: PROBES

Kallis raamatukogu/Dear TalTech Library,

Head/ Love,

ARMASTUSKIRI RAAMATUKOGULE/
LOVE LETTER TO THE LIBRARY

Kas on midagi, mis sulle TalTech’i raamatukogu juures meeldib? Jaga oma tundeid! See 
on armastus- kiri, mis ootab kirjutamist! Sinu arvamus aitab meil raamatukogu õpike-
skkonda paremaks muuta. Palun pane kiri postkasti, mis asub raamatukogu sissepääsu 
juures. Aitäh!
You love some things about TalTech library? Share your feelings! It’s a love letter waiting to be written! Your 
opinion will help us to improve the library’s study environment. Please post the letter in the mailbox at the 
Library’s entrance. Thank You!

Image No 9: Templates for love-and break-up letters Image No 10: Mailbox to gather the love- and break-up letters
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Image No 11: Page from a study diary
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APPENDIX NO 2: CO-DESIGNING 
WORKSHOP NO 1

Time of the worksop: October 10, 2019
Participants: eight TalTech IT and engineering masters’ students
Main goals for the workshop: 

• Learn how students study? 
• Why do they study as they do? What are they missing?

In order to better understand how, and especially why people study the way they 
do, we introduced four different student profiles for the participants to identify with 
(Image No 12). These profiles are based on Haarala-Muhonen, A. et al. students’ 
approaches to learning. 

The group of participants present at the workshop had both organized and 
unorganized students.

Most students aimed at being organized, the second most popular option was 
achieving deep study but there was also one student who recognized that deep 
study approach is too exhausting and would like to acquire the surface approach. 
The discussion helped us to understand that organized students use their own 
systems of writing down what they have to do making tracking tasks easier (many 
actually e.g. create Excel sheets with subjects and tasks and highlight completed 

tasks), they use their notes etc. 

All students can also have bouts of deep study period that demand a different 
environment (individual study, quiet).

Unorganized students also write down tasks but their systems either don’t work 
that well or they have stopped using the system. 

We also wanted to learn about the most extreme study experiences of our 
participants because in case of extreme cases everything is amplified and people’s 
problem solutions are often more notable. The needs that are uncovered through 
extreme cases are often also needs of a wider group of users. 

Most extreme studying cases were connected with either studying for exams of 
writing a thesis. During this time people have huge list of things to do and they try to 
juggle these tasks as well as, in some cases, work and family-related responsibilities. 

Image No 12: A sheet of paper with student profiles
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It seems that no matter if the student is organised or unorganised, in the most 
extreme cases, that usually occur at the end of the semester, they struggle with load 
of tasks and stress either way.

IDEAL STUDY ENVIRONMENT

We also asked the students to dream up an ideal study environment that would take 
into account all of their individual needs and expectations. All groups pointed out 
quite basic, realistic needs. 
Input from three groups are combined and divided into the following subcategories:

Eating and drinking
• I always have a water bottle. Snacks are not relevant. 
• Snacks or a vending machine.
• Coffee!
• Some people want food, others don’t want food on the side.
• No food, no music or I get distracted. 

Level of noise; sounds
• Having some sounds, ambient noise in the background.
• I need a more quiet place when I work alone or study for exams and I go to a 

place where it is quiet, usually at home. 
• I don’t like to go to the library, there it’s too quiet, sometimes I listen to music 

when I do project work but not when I have to memorize something. 
• Background noise of other people is OK but if it still might distract me. 
• Having some music helps to focus. 
• No food, no music or I get distracted.
• Small walls that reduce noise and seeing and the risk of hearing people coming 

and going.
• Solving the problems of too much noise: asshole camera: if someone is too loud, 

you can figure out where it’s coming and turn the spotlight on them. 
• Rooms like the “aquariums” in the main hall: these are actually almost ideal, 

except people walking past can be distracting; I don’t like the background noise. 
• Soundproofing: sometimes others next to us are loud, sometimes we get loud.

Personal vs group study
• I want privacy but I don’t want to be locked in a room (like in the small cubicles 

at the library).
• I don’t like to study at home: when I wake up and the day starts, I want to go 

somewhere. 
• Have people around that I can talk to. 
• We sometimes used study rooms in the library for a large group. Sharing 

information: there was always someone who knew stuff better and could teach 
others. 

• Doing time-limited test on Moodle together in group rooms.
• It might get distracting if there are more people together.
• Dedicated people stay and study for longer. 
• For group/project work I like to get together, not do it online. It’s more 

comfortable to be in the same room. It gives me good ideas. 
• Coming to school and figuring things out being physically together.
• It’s hard to find a solution that would satisfy everyone’s needs.
• I want a room with a personal workspace where nobody can see you but you 

don’t have walls, doors.
• Rooms for working alone. 
• I like to take off shoes and I need private space.
• More common rooms where you can work with other people.
• Having a good company. If we would struggle on our tasks alone then 

everybody would be doing the same things, just struggling on their own. 
Together we can compare our understanding, joke about it, lift our moods. 

• Study rooms in the library are good for limited time tests, not so good for 
studying for exams/test.

Control over the environment
• If I didn’t have a suitable study environment (a studio), I wouldn’t be able to do 

it. 
• I like having a location to come to work and where I can leave my stuff. 
• The higher quality the studio, the better it gets. 
• Important part for project space is that it would be mine, that I can move the 

furniture 

Ventilation and lighting
• Current individual cubicles in the library are claustrophobic, ventilation isn’t that 
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good either. No-one wants to be sitting with your back to the door.
• Ventilation.
• There are no windows in the 24/7 study rooms, they smell bad. 
• Lighting: preferably natural, but not have the sun shining into our faces. It 

would be nice to have windows I could cover.
• Being able to choose your own room temperature (in the small study rooms in 

the library you can never get it right).
• The lighting at the library is not OK.

Other factors
• There should be more room for papers and stuff, definitely a charger. 
• Comfortable chairs. I can’t sit in the same position for a long time. 
• For the extended study, we need a cooling-off period. It can be table tennis, 

something to cool off. 
• It helps if people around me are doing something similar. If you put this 

environment into the library, then it is more difficult than in the faculty. In the 
library, there’s a lot of stuff going on.

• Internet.
• Whiteboard.
• Big screen.
• Markers (different colours).
• Enough charging points.

We learned that students have very different 
needs regards of their study environment: 
some require complete silence for studying, 
others like to have an ambient background 
noise (people walking by, distant chatting, 
etc) or music; some like to have an 
opportunity to have a coffee or a snack 
during studying, others see it as a distraction; 
etc.

Different tasks set unique requirements for the environment. There is a need for 
open to semi-closed to closed areas, for private study and for group work, due to the 
different nature of tasks within a semester. 

Image No 13: Worksop participant presenting

An interesting thing that became apparent from this exercise was that people study 
in a group even if they have to do individual work. This enables them to discuss 
the task at hand with other students (who often are working on the same task), 
ask for help and have moral support, which helps them to push through with their 
assignment.

In regards of the space it is also very important for people to feel like they have 
some control over their environment and that to some extent they feel like the 
space belongs to them. This may entail changing the room temperature, alter the 
position of the furniture, or simply feel free to take off the shoes in order to feel more 
comfortable. Also, participants noted that they need to have a coo-off activities 
between study sessions.

Lighting and ventilation of the space is also very important for a good study 
environment.

Outlining the insight we gained

All participants mentioned the importance of both personal and group work but the 
majority preferred studying together as group effort is seen as a means for getting 
better results and succeeding in studies, also helping with motivation.

This notion of both group and personal needs can also be transferred into how the 
participants describe their need for study environment: most people need both single 
and group rooms at certain points during their study, private space preferred for 
deep study. 
Studying by themselves usually happens at home but for group studies the 
importance of being physically in the same room was pointed out on various times.

The characteristics of an ideal study environment were rather realistic: soundproof 
rooms with good lighting and ventilation, an opportunity to customize the space 
(move furniture), internet, chargers, an opportunity to listen to music or choose quiet.
Views on whether snacking and drinking should be allowed in the study room 
varied more: some people prefer less distractions like food, others would like snacks, 
especially during an extended period of studying.
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APPENDIX NO 3: CO-DESIGNING 
WORKSHOP NO 2

Time of the workshop: November 7, 2019
Participants: eight TalTech library staff members
Main goals of the workshop named "Build and play":

• Based on our hypothesis that TalTech library doesn’t really convey the “spirit” of 
a technical university, we wanted to gain an understanding of how the library 
staff perceive the image of TalTech and TalTech library and whether these 
imageries differ from each other. 

• Introduce the library staff to new trends in future libraries and activity-based 
workspace design in order to test out possible future scenarios for TalTech 
library (what services the library should have, what type of spaces and zones it 
should host, what are the necessary requirements and regulations needed) and 
to look at the task through the eyes of the library users.

We put together a short slideshow on the following topics:
• How the role of (academic) libraries has changed in time and what new 

services it could offer to the public (etc learning commons, makerspace). 
• Examples of some of the most inspiring modern libraries (LocHal Library in 

Tilburg, Netherlands; Calgary Central Library; North Carolina State University: 

James B. Hunt Library).
• Place-making: the example of Tallinn Airport (their aim: to be the cosiest airport 

in the world). 

Describing the image of TalTech and the role of TalTech Library

We wanted to understand how the library staff perceives the image of TalTech and 
its library and where do the differences come in? How would they the library to be 
seen? 

Potential differences (as well as similarities) would give us an opportunity to 
interpret how the library staff view the relationship between the university and the 
library - are the images clashing or do they fall into the same categories? How can 
the library be more in unison with the university and is there a gap between the 
current and preferred image?

Findings from the workshop are put in two tables (Talble No 2): one for the keywords 
used to describe the image of the university and the other column for the library.

Conclusion

TalTech is perceived as a forward-thinking, innovative and international university 
with a dignified past and an influential role as the place where future leaders, 
scientists and economists are forged. Although some participants looked at TalTech’s 
image only through the lense of the library, participants also pointed out keywords 
that are part of the university values. Current scandals around the university were 
also mentioned, balanced out by the number of many famous alumni.

TalTech library is mainly described through its architectural form - a place with 
warm and feel-good ambience and although it is losing some of its “freshness”, 
the environment is still filled with top-notch scientific information. Listening to the 
discussion, it was noticeable that although the staff sees that the library is losing 
some battles (less users coming in, number of loans decreasing), the library is still a 
place to be proud of and is generally accepted as a landmark of the campus.
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TalTech TalTech Library

Innovation: latest accomplishments in 
technology. Being innovative.

Library 100

Self-driving cars Students feel good here: it doesn’t feel 
oppressive or discouraging.

Internationality: university with the largest number of international students in Es-
tonia. Many international visitors

Nice campus 24/7 information resources and study 
room

Green environment. Pine trees of Mus-
tamäe

Wide, open space. Openness

TalTech library as a landmark

Wide variety of programmes
Opportunity to choose between different 
spaces and floors: quiet or noisy areas; 
group study rooms.

Distinguished history
Interiors design is nice, although it is 
showing some signs of wear and tear. 
Even if the colours don’t match the new 
TalTech colour map, it isn’t a problem.

The economic engine of Estonia The content: enormous intellectual equi-
ty.

Cooperation with businesses and entre-
preneurs

Access to scientific information via data-
bases

Famous alumni (our prime minister). 
Positive image

Ajupuu” (brain tree - the name of the 
library concept given by  the architects)

Sport. Culture (“Kuljus”) Inspiring. Even if we can’t update the 
collection

Table No 3: Keywords used to describe the image of TalTech and its library

The “ideal” future of TalTech library was imagined by both teams in a rather similar 
way: being a welcoming, cosy and warm place where people can focus (either 
individually or with a group) and find one’s way toward the future. The library is 
perceived as a place fostering knowledge creation and guiding users through the 
overabundance of information.

The keywords of science and innovation that came up when talking about the image 
of TalTech, were also mentioned as being part of the future scenario of the library, as 
well as the rich history and culture and international aspect of the university. 
 
In terms of the environment, teams envisioned future with more “greenness”, a 
healthier and more sustainable space with more relaxed rules about food and snacks, 
ergonomic furniture and a general energetic yet comforting ambience.

Participants also agreed that the library should carry the image of a place where 
technology and innovation happen and shape the next generations of scientists, 
specialists and entrepreneurs entering society. 

Building blocks of future TalTech library

Another goal of the workshop was to guide the participants into thinking through 
the functions and services that TalTech library would need in the future and what 
kind of space (zones) and specifics these functions would need. What are the most 
important building blocks and what their dimensions in an abstract library space?
In order to illustrate this rather complicated exercise, we also created an example 
showing the different layers of an action-based workspace.

Image No 14: Collage made by workshop participants
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TEAM NO 1
• Group and individual rooms for studying - most important zone

Adjustable furniture

• Information retrieval services and training
Modern tools
Facilitator and databases

• Smart room
Specific tools and equipment that people can’t access everywhere and that are 
too expensive to buy for individual use)
Food-free zone

• Leisure area
Comfortable lighting, warmth
Couches, beanbags, capsules
Quiet

• “Vaba lava”, free stage
Bordering with the next area separated by a foldable wall
Microphone, projector etc

• Meeting place
Natural light
Comfortable furniture
Coffee and snack vending machine

• Printing, scanning, copying
Appliances and tech support

• Computer room
Work and play area (meant for study but also gaming)
Double monitors
Computers, software and workstation

• Rental and other traditional library services 
Self-service and library staff

Image No 15: Worksheet of team 1

• Phone booths

TEAM NO 2
• Largest area: studying

Appropriate environment and tools
Quiet, well-lit

• Group work
Monitors, supporting furniture
Soundproof

• Computer use
Computers, internet
Additional appliances

• Printing
Printer, binding, instructing

• Conference room
Training
Facilitators, tech

• Leisure area
Sport equipment
Couches and poofs to sit on

Conclusion

We gained valuable insight into the directions where the library staff see the library 
advancing and moving on.
It was easier for both groups to start listing services and spaces that are already 
existing in the library (e.g. information desk, group and individual study areas) but 
by nudging them towards possible future library services and spaces was quite 
successful and produced rather good results (e.g. everyone agreed that the library 
needs more relaxed spaces for sharing and spend time on leisurely activities). 

Image No 16: Worksheet of team 2
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APPENDIX NO 4: CO-DESIGNING 
WORKSHOP NO 3

Time of the workshop: December 5, 2019
Participants: four TalTech IT and engineering masters’ students

As we had composed our first design concept and design for the library, we wanted 
to test the concept on students, as the potential users of the library. We once again 
turned to our original group of co-designers as they were the ones to give us the first 
input into our project.

Main goals of the workshop:
• Test out the new layout of TalTech library featuring the proposed zones and areas 

on the scale of from quiet to loud (“noisy”);  from open to semi-closed and closed; 
also areas for individual and group work (co-working). 

• Another objective is to test what kind of services can be offered in different zones 
and whether there is a need for additional help or services not proposed by us.

The participants were asked to play through the scenario of a typical group 
assignment consisting of various stages of  individual and group work. They received 
a plexiglass model (Image No 17) of the remodelled library (all five floors) where the 
different areas are drawn with a marker pen (individual and coworking areas, cafe, 

entrances, quiet and loud areas) by us.

They also received pictures of different interiors and had to pick their favourites for 
each stage of their hypothetical assignment or leisure time at the library.

Image No 17: Plexiglass model of the library
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1. Brainstorming
The participants agreed that the first phase of the assignment is brainstorming.

• Location: the cafe-lounge area on the second floor
• Room characteristics: a social, spacious and open area where talking is allowed 

and even preferred. As this stage of the project is still quite informal and so is 
the preferred environment: as brainstorming and idea generation is fostered by 
a more open and relaxed, less structured environment with a possibility to have 
a cup of coffee or tea and snacks are preferred.

• Tools: personal laptops and notebooks. No extra tools or services are needed.

“If I like the people I’m in a team with, I’d like to do all the work together”. 

“I like it that all these examples are so spacious!”

Image No 18: Collage of pictures depicting an ideal brainstorming area

2. Planning, working out the basics
The second phase of the assignment takes place when the ideas have already locked 
in place and more systematic and methodical work begins: deciding what each 
team member is going to research, dividing the project into chunks, working out the 
timeline etc.

• Location: 2nd floor or 3rd floor
• Room characteristics: semi-closed or closed space - shift towards a more 

closed and quiet space.
• Tools: whiteboard (possibly a screen), table and chairs, “proper 

workspace”personal laptops.

Participants also pointed out that the environment much like during the 
brainstorming phase would suit them if they had a whiteboard to use.

3. Individual research
• Location: 2nd, 3rd and 4th floor
• Room characteristics: semi-quiet (some background noise) with some room for 

leisure space. The ideal environment would allow concentrated work for about 
an hour and then allow for a short break to move around, stretch, look outside 
or have a snack. People can leave their things into their workspace and come 
back to them after a short break. There should be an opportunity to opt for a 
quick chat or touch-up with the team members (e.g. people could work alone 
but nearby each other).

• Tools: Personal laptops, e-resources and/or physical books. 
• Services: Online catalogue (Ester, Primo), perhaps a reference librarian’s help 

with finding the best resources.

“I would like to work somewhere where I can see the others but am not able 
to communicate with them too freely.”

Image No 19: Collage of pictures depicting an ideal work planning area
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“I like to hide from everyone so there are fewer distractions.”

Two participants preferred these types of environments:
One participant mentioned that she needs a more solitary and quiet environment 
where she can focus better.

Image No 20: Collage of pictures depicting an ideal individual research area, option 1

4. Compiling the work together
• Location: 4th floor, group study room, 24/7 study area (1st floor)
• Room characteristics: quiet, closed space, computer or media room type.
• Tools: library computers with some specific software; screen, vending machine 

and water nearby.
• Services: booking the group study or 24/7 room work area (online reservation). 

IT services if help is needed with the software or computer.

In some cases, people would like to study longer in the evening (opt for 24/7 room) if 
running late with the deadline. 

5. Break, leisure time
As the previous stage is stretched out between many days and one study session 
can last for hours, people also need breaks between the periods of intense work.

• Location: 3rd floor
• Room characteristics: leisure activities, games (for the whole group and also 

solitary play), speaking and music is allowed. Dedicated space for stretching, 
moving around, laying down, playing with soft, movable furniture, possibly 
swings, hammocks, bean bags

• Tools: board games, computer games, monkey bars, multi-gym etc

Image No 21: Collage of pictures depicting an ideal individual research area, option 2
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6. (Practicing for) presenting and sharing
Putting together the presentation and rehearsing presenting

• Location: group study room or media room or “Vaba lava” (2nd floor)
• Room characteristics: closed and quiet room for putting together a 

presentation or pitch, one participant would like to use an event venue for 
practising (more open area where she can ask people to act as the “public”).

• Tools: screen, possibly a projector (in the event space “Vaba lava”).

Image No 22: Collage of pictures depicting an ideal leisure time area

• Services: room reservation, possible IT support

In addition, we also asked the participants to describe where and how would they 
spend a short break between lectures or meeting friends.

Break room
15 min break between lectures

• Location: 2nd floor open and social area
• Room characteristics: open, social area with background noise, ambient 

sounds or music. Soft furniture with a table for quickly browsing emails or the 
web, charge the computer or phone. 

Image No 23: Collage of pictures depicting an ideal 15 minute break area
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Conclusion
The areas and zones selected by the participants for each stage of the group 
assignment supported our proposed concept, no major alterations were necessary 
but the areas needed to be designed and sketched out in more detail.

Image No 24: Collages made by the participants
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APPENDIX NO 5: MOODBOARDS

Image No 25: Moodboard for the 1st floor of the library
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Image No 26: Moodboard for the 2nd floor of the library
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Image No 27: Moodboard for the 3rd floor of the library, 1
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Image No 28: Moodboard for the 3rd floor of the library, 2
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Image No 29: Moodboard for the 4th floor of the library
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Image No 30: Moodboard for the 5th floor of the library
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